Text Analytics
Relativity is the easy-to-use review platform that helps users speed up existing
workflows, easily search huge volumes of data, and quickly build the facts of a case.

Go Faster

Work Smarter

Through the use of text analytics search technology,
Relativity can automatically cluster similar documents
together. By organizing discovery documents based on
similarity, users can increase doc-to-doc review speed
without changing their existing review workflow. Review
teams can code documents the same way they always have,
while increasing speed and improving accuracy. Clustering
similar documents together requires no user input, as

Building the facts of a case is not a linear process. It’s
necessary to be able to move quickly and follow a pattern
of thought—a task made increasingly difficult by the huge
number of documents in today’s average case. Relativity’s
text analytics search technology provides a number of tools
to enable an investigative thought process. Between giving
users an overview of the document collection through
clustering, helping users find similar documents with a right
click, allowing users to build example sets of key issues, and
running advanced keyword analysis, Relativity helps move
past discovery and tell a client’s story.

Relativity’s text analytics search engine does the work.

Assisted Review
Subject matter experts can also train Relativity on relevance
and key issues by coding statistically sampled subsets of
documents. Using Relativity’s Assisted Review workflow,
the text analytics engine codes the remaining documents in
the case based on the small subset of examples. Users can
prioritize the relevant documents and move past large groups
of documents identified as non-responsive by Relativity.

In a short time, we managed
to review approximately 175
documents per hour—nearly three
times the average review time.
Bruce N. Furukawa
Technology Partner
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